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We would do Jim Henson's creations a serious disservice to align them with "culture war" concerns. Yet there is a moral vision at the heart of the Muppets that transcends those lines, and it is one that Christians, for the most part, can affirm. Henson was, by all accounts, a bit of a saint. Read any biography of the man, and you will walk away almost suspicious of his overwhelming decency and personal integration, his unfailing optimism and boundless energy. The truth of the gospel requires telling the whole story. Kelly M. Kapic.

Yet is Christianity bound to the sum total of the formalized patterns of worship such as ritualistic liturgies and sung hymns? While each of these men and women received the contempt of the deeply religious for various moral failings, perceived or actual, upon encountering Christ, each one exhibited deep contrition, coupled with a desire to live life anew. The Gospels of the New Testament are replete with such examples. The Life of Pablo is not.